
SESSION 3:  1:45 –3:30PM 

PCH 
202 

A Survivors Perspective, 
Kathleen Finn 

Ms. Finn will discuss surviving sexual assault as a Peace Corps volunteer, 
and how she connected with other Peace Corps Volunteers to bring the 
issue of sexual violence to the attention of Peace Corps and Congress.  All 
of these efforts culminated in the Kate Puzey Peace Corps Volunteer 
Protection Act, which President Obama signed into law in 2011.  Ms. Finn 
will discuss her journey and how she has become an activist to support 
survivors of sexual violence.   
 

PCH 
303 

New Directions in 
Criminological Research 

Individual presentations by Masters in Criminology graduates:  

 Alethia Z. Fenney: “Navajo Peace Making and Māori Restorative 
Justice: A Comparison of Process and Procedure” 

 Valerie M. Gantzler: “Community Reentry Programs and their Effect 
on Recidivism: A Study of Life Skills Clients at the Denver County Jail” 

 Ryan M. Martinez: “Fear of Crime & Media Representation of Crime 
in Denver” 

 Eliza Stallings: “The Prevalence of Cyber Harassment/Cyber Stalking 
at Regis College” 

 

PCH 
180/ 
182 

Cybercrime and 
Computer Forensics, Jim 

Ponzi 

This presentation will cover what is involved in a digital forensics 
investigation to include where and how criminals hide digital evidence. 
Other topics will include hashing, wiretapping, pen trap and trace, unusual 
devices that have memory, digital law, and some forensic accounting 
information. Professor Ponzi’s presentation is a must see for understanding 
the present techniques used by terrorists to convey information between 
terrorist cells, and the terrorism potential the U.S. can experience through 
the use of computers. 
 

  



PCH 
310 

Making Science Work for 
Law Enforcement: 
NecroSearch Model, Clark 

Davenport 

This presentation will discuss how a Colorado-based, non-profit 
organization has pioneered the use of science to assist law enforcement in 
locating and analyzing clandestine grave human remains and hidden 
evidence. Applied research conducted by the group, lessons learned from 
both physical and behavioral sciences for locating surface human 
remains/evidence, buried remains/evidence and bodies/evidence in water 
environments will be covered though case histories. You will be amazed at 
the science involved in this investigatory activity and how successful the 
NECROSEARCH Team has been over the years. 
 

PCH 
214 

The Threat of 
Agricultural Terrorism, 
Dr. Bill Bennett 

The focus of this presentation will be on the key players if a nefarious event 
occurred, and how that might link to the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), weapons of mass destruction (WMD) or the Joint Terrorism Task 
Force (JTTF), as well as, state or local resources being coordinated via the 
Colorado Information Analysis Center. This presentation will reflect the 
ongoing efforts to build out the Department of Homeland Security Target 
Capability – Safety and Security of the Food Supply within the State 
Homeland Security Strategic Plan. 
 

PCH 
205 

Warning Signs of 
Domestic Violence and 
the Criminal Justice 
Process, Phil Clark 

Mr. Phil Clark will be speaking about missing the warning signs of domestic 
violence which led to his daughter being murdered, and his family’s 
journey through the criminal justice process. Mr. Phil Clark and his wife 
Stasi, started the Toni Connection in honor of their daughter. 
 

 


